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One of our traditional camp songs proudly rings out "Bay Cliff will shine!", and
we have been since 1934!  Thousands of campers, staff, volunteers, and

community members have added to the glow of the Bay Cliff story.  In 2021, we
look brightly at our future, and celebrate the history that has lit the way!



Mr. Johnny

Illuminating a Lifetime
Very few people have spent

time at Bay Cliff as both a

camper and staff member, and

even fewer (total: one) have

also been the camp director, a

volunteer and lifelong

community member-supporter.

Mr. Johnny has worn nearly

every 'hat' that exists at Bay

Cliff, and his energy and

enthusiasm for camp are 

ceaseless. Since 1943, when he

came to Bay Cliff as a camper

for speech & language therapy,

camp has shaped him. It was at

Bay Cliff that he first saw

occupational therapists work,

and decided his future career.

Mr. Johnny has also added his

'shine' to the Bay Cliff story by

stepping up as camp director at

a young age, referring numerous

campers for therapy services

over the years, donating his time

and energy, and visiting - 

 continuously spreading

positivity about all that happens

at Bay Cliff. His actions have

helped illuminate the way to

where we are now and will

continue to serve as a

'guiding light' for generations

of Bay Cliff campers, staff,

volunteers and community

members to come. Mr.

Johnny, thank you for your

never ending dedication.

"Hurray for Bay Cliff!"

R. John Bullock (fondly called "Mr. Johnny" at Bay Cliff) sings with campers in

the auditorium.  He is a vivid storyteller, transporting listeners to the early

years of Bay Cliff's long history  making the past feel alive here and now.
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SHINING FOR GOOD

Campers

Volunteers

Bay Cliff's best work - the heart of what we do is our

children.  When we talk about changing lives for the

good, our campers are everyone's first thought.

Founded in 1934 to help address the health crisis of 

 malnutrition brought on by the Great Depression, Bay

Cliff came to the aid of the children of the Upper

Peninsula. In 1940, Bay Cliff opened its gates once

again - to provide therapy during the Polio epidemic

and establishing our enduring mission - to change the

lives of people living with disabilities, in the Upper

Peninsula and beyond! 

Throughout the year, volunteers

contribute their time and talents to help

Bay Cliff achieve its full potential. Former

staff, service club members, student

organizations, volunteer groups, and

many others help out on site and from

afar - spring, summer, fall, and winter!

Each summer, children come to receive life-changing

therapy for speech, language, motor skills, mobility,

and daily life activities. This is reinforced throughout

the day by the variety of opportunities posed in our

outdoor camp environment. 

Volunteers play a key role in preparing

the campus for every season - 

 refurbishing buildings and completing

projects around camp. This giving of time

and talent is so important for Bay Cliff's

success, and although they are not

always seen - their contributions are felt

every day. Thank you to all of our Bay

Cliff volunteers!
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Community
Members

Staff

Bay Cliff knows we wouldn't be here

without our community, and we

strive to not only accept aid, but to

offer support whenever possible!

Community members help Bay Cliff in

numerous ways such as visiting,

donating time or funds and

spreading the word about camp to

someone new. 

While Bay Cliff programming focuses on encouraging

growth and independence in campers (participants), there

is a less well-known change that happens as well. Staff!

Every staff member who ever crosses the bridge onto Bay

Cliff's campus, is forever changed. Whether working in the

kitchen or as a counselor, over one single week or many 

 summers, all staff who come to Bay Cliff take away

something new. They don't always recognize it right away,

but over the years, many staff have shared how their time

at Bay Cliff changed their life!

Bay Cliff in return supports children

and adults, partners and hosts a

variety of programs and employs

many people from the community.

Through this interconnectedness,

we are able to 'shine' brighter and

reach further in our efforts to

promote growth, independence, and

change. Thank you, Bay Cliff

community!

Common or expected outcomes as a staff member at Bay

Cliff include being accepted into graduate school or

securing that first post-university job in the fields of

health or education. Some of the 'bonus' benefits of

working as a staff member at Bay Cliff include: group

management, knowledge of a variety of equipment, self-

care experience, interpersonal and organizational skills

and so many more.
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In 2020, the Bay Cliff staff took time to reflect

on what lies at the core of Bay Cliff's mission,

vision, and beliefs.  While we added definition

and clarity to our 'new' belief statements, we

discovered  that who we are as a community has

remained steadfast over the years. We begin

2021 with a renewed commitment to our

fundamentals - what we believe... 

"At Bay Cliff Health Camp, we
believe that our actions change

the lives of campers, staff,
visitors, and community partners

in meaningful, positive ways."

Bay Cliff traces its very foundations to the

service of children. This will certainly be the

course going forward. In the process of doing

what we do best, countless lives are impacted

for the better. Young adults arrive as nervous

first-time counselors and leave as confident

future parents and professionals. Volunteer

workers put in monumental efforts during the

spring and fall seasons, enjoying hot meals and

each other's company while preparing the camp

for the season ahead. Everyone connected to

Bay Cliff - camper families, donors, community

partners, and the many groups that visit us each

year - all feel impacted by a sense of the greater

good that flows from this beautiful place on the

cliffs above Lake Superior. The feeling is, of

course, mutual. Bay Cliff changes for the better

every time a our community engages with us.

We believe it.

Our Beliefs
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Bequests in a will or trust (sample language below)
Beneficiary designations in a retirement fund [e.g., IRA, 401(k), 403(b)]
Beneficiary designation in a life insurance policy
Outright gift of life insurance cash value [e.g., policy that is no longer needed]

Bay Cliff Health Camp invites you to join an incredible group of friends who have invested in our mission and
our future through legacy giving. This special group of individuals have chosen to include a gift to Bay Cliff in
their will or estate plans. These planned gifts – some large, some small – help to fund new and existing
programs, improve therapy services and equipment, and to build new and/or improved, full-access buildings. 
 
Joining is as simple as notifying us of your planned gift intention. We are happy to help you decide how your
planning today can build a bright future for tomorrow.  The most common types of legacy gifts:
 

 
Sample bequest language: "I give and devise to Bay Cliff Health Camp, PO Box 310, Big Bay, Michigan, 49808,
Tax ID #: 38-06000167 the sum of $__________ dollars (or state percentage of estate or piece of property) to
be held, administered, and used by the Board of Directors for support of Bay Cliff Health Camp in the area of
greatest opportunity."

You are invited to become a part of the future of Bay Cliff – to invest in the future of our children. They are our

shining example of what it means to persevere, to be resilient, to face challenges – come what may. Your gift

now will pay it forward for years to come.  Won't you join us? 

BAY CLIFF HEALTH CAMP
P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, MI 49808 – baycliff@baycliff.org

facebook.com/baycliff – baycliff.org 
Publication costs generously sponsored by an anonymous donor

SHINE LIGHT TO THE FUTURE
CONSIDER A LEGAGY GIFT


